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	Die heutige Bildpraxis – wie sie sich beispielsweise in der Cyborg Art, Virtual Architecture oder Bio Art zeigt – befreit die Aktivität des Bildes, die bisher in der ästhetischen virtuellen Dimension eingesperrt war. Das Bild selbst kann sich nun als Lebewesen behaupten, indem es sich in einem Körper oder Material manifestiert. In der virtuellen Kunst wird das Bild, das Simulacrum gewesen ist, zum Leben. Der Autor widmet sich in kritisch-theoretischer Perspektive der heutigen Bildpraxis und untersucht dafür Beispiele aus Kunst und Architektur.
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Automatic Control with Experiments (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2018

	
		This textbook presents theory and practice in the context of automatic control education. It presents the relevant theory in the first eight chapters,

	
		applying them later on to the control of several real plants. Each plant is studied following a uniform procedure: a) the plant’s function

	
		is...
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Living Water: Viktor Schauberger and the Secrets of Natural EnergyNewleaf, 2002
Many people suggested that I write a book on Viktor Schauberger, the extraordinary natural scientist, inventor and philosopher. Already in the 1920s he forewarned us, in speeches and articles, of the environmental crisis in which we are now caught and from which we seem to have little hope of escaping. In his lifetime he met mostly resistance and...
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Meshing, Geometric Modeling and Numerical Simulation, Volume 2: Metrics, Meshes and Mesh Adaptation (Geometric Modeling and Applications)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Triangulations, and more precisely meshes, are at the heart of many problems relating to a wide variety of scientific disciplines, and in particular numerical simulations of all kinds of physical phenomena. In numerical simulations, the functional spaces of approximation used to search for solutions are defined from meshes, and in...
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Improving Disaster Management: The Role of IT in Mitigation, Preparedness, Response, and RecoveryNational Academy Press, 2007

	Information technology (IT) has the potential to play a critical role in managing natural and human made disasters. Damage to communications infrastructure, along with other communications problems exacerbated the difficulties in carrying out response and recovery efforts following Hurricane Katrina. To assist government planning in this...
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Managing and Implementing Microsoft SharePoint 2010 ProjectsMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Delve into the capabilities of SharePoint® 2010 -- and determine the best way to put this technology to work for your organization. With this practical guide, you'll gain project management practices for implementing SharePoint, and learn how to customize the system to match the unique collaboration and data-sharing needs of...
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Building Web Apps with WordPressO'Reilly, 2014

	
		WordPress is much more than a blogging platform. As this practical guide clearly demonstrates, you can use WordPress to build web apps of any type—not mere content sites, but full-blown apps for specific tasks. If you have PHP experience with a smattering of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, you’ll learn how to use WordPress...
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